
Instructions on Entering relays 

1. Open Team Manager 
2. Select MEET in the top menu bar 
3. Select the meet by double clicking on it – MCASA Age Group County Championships 2018 
4. Ensure that in the Eligibility tab sure ‘’Do Not Allow No-Time Entries’’ and ‘’Enforce Qualifying 

Times’’ is tick 

 
5. Save the Meet setup 
6. Go to top menu bar and select Entries / Entries by Event 

 
7. Select Relays Only in the top menu bar 

 
8. Make sure your Swim for Team is selected to your Main Team 

 
9. Select the first of the Relays 

 
10. Select the New Relay button 

 
11. You may filter the list of events by Session and/or by Meet Division.  Pick a Relay event and TM 

will list all of the swimmers that are eligible to swim in that relay event.  For example, pick a Boys 
11-12 200 Medley and TM will list all of the boys in your Database that are between 11 and 12 
years old based on the age-up-date of the meet. Click on the New Relay button to add a new Relay 
and if it's the A Relay, TM will search your Database and find the Best Time for that particular 
Gender/Stroke/Distance. If you do not have a relay result for that Gender/Stroke/Distance or you 
do not want to use their best time, you can enter a Custom Entry time.  Specify the entry as 
Exhibition by clicking on that check box. 

 



12. If you click on the Calculate Custom button below the list of Relay Swimmers, TM will add up the 
Best Times for each swimmer and store it as a Custom Time. 

13.  Best Relay: 
You may also want TM to find the Best Relay combination for you.  First, review the Best Relay 
Order (default as 2-4-3-1) as TM will use that to position each of the swimmers Next, review the list 
of eligible swimmers and remove the check under the 4Bst column if you do not want TM to 
include that swimmer in the Best Relay calculation.  If a swimmer is already at the max for Relay or 
Combined Entries for the meet, then the 4Bst check box will automatically be turned off for that 

swimmer.  Now click on the button and TM will evaluate all of the eligible 
swimmers' times to compute the very best relay combination.  That computed fastest relay time 
will be entered as a Custom Time for that Relay. If this is a Mixed Relay, TM will find the best 2-

Boy/2-Girl combination.  Or, you may want to click on the button and TM will 
evaluate all of the eligible swimmers' times to compute and print a report of as many best relay 
combinations as possible - e.g. A Relay, B Relay, C Relay, etc.  Click on the 

check box and TM will also use any Relay Non Lead-off splits 
that have been saved and put an "N" after the time to indicate that an "unofficial Relay Non leaf-off 
split" was used - see example below. 

14. You may pick up to 8 swimmers (4 primary and 4 alternate) from the list of eligible swimmers for 
your Relay.  You can click and drag them over to Relay positions 1-8 or double click on the name 
and TM will automatically move them for you.  

 



15. For a Medley Relay, you can tell TM what stroke to use for the Best Time column.  Next to the Best: 
choice under the Clear Swimmers button pick the stroke from Free, Back, Breast, and Fly and TM 
will show you the best time for each swimmer in the stroke selected. 

 

16. Click on the Show Swim-Up Athletes check box and TM will add athletes in the list that are younger 
than the lower bound of the event age.  For example in our Boys 11-12 example above, TM would 
add to the swimmer list all of the swimmers who were 10 years old and younger 

17. Click on the Only Athletes Already in Meet check box to filter the eligible swimmer list with only 
swimmers who have been previously entered in the meet.  You may also filter the eligible swimmer 
list by Team, Group, Subgroup, and School Year 

18. Click on the Only Athletes in Session check box to filter the eligible swimmer list with only 
swimmers who have been previously entered in events for this session.  

19. A Relay Only Swimmer is a swimmer that is not entered in any Individual events and is NOT 
entered on a Relay Team.  These swimmers are typically entered in the meet by the coach to 
possibly use in a relay once the meet begins.  To declare a swimmer as Relay Only, click on the 
Entrd check box next to the swimmer's name and then right mouse click.  TM will ask you to 
confirm that you wish to enter this swimmer as a Relay Only Swimmer.  Click Yes and that Relay 
Only Swimmer entry will be stored in your Database and the column to the left of the swimmer's 
name will be listed with a @ character to indicate the Relay Only status.  Relay Swimmers will be 
displayed in the Meet Entry Report sorted "by Name" with the "Individual and Relay" box checked. 
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